Free Next Year’s Software
with the purchase of qualifying OTC Genisys EVO® kits.
Retail value $850.
Visit otctools.com/promotions.php, or scan here:
Applicable kits include:
3875, 3874, 3874MVCi, 3874TPR and 3874HD.

Bosch Tech 2 $700 Rebate
The only authentic General Motors Tech 2
scan tool with full, dealer-level diagnostics.
Includes preloaded software that doesn’t expire.
Visit boschrebates.com
F00E900800 M-VCI Trio
F00E900801 M-VCI 2 Kit

Bosch Mastertech VCI $300 Rebate
An unmatched blend of robust aftermarket diagnostic
software combined with authentic OEM dealer-level
diagnostics (GM GDS 2, GM Tech2Win and BMW ITSA*).
*Authentic OEM dealer-level diagnostics is purchased
from the OEM’s websites.
Visa gift card by mail. Visit boschrebates.com.
F00E900977 Tech 2 Pro Optima

NEW SPECIAL TOOLS
OTC launches hammers, lubrication and wire service tools

Swing confidently with Indestructible
Best Forged Hammers (B.F.H.™)
Tire Service Applications: Use top hook as a wheel tipper, slide and hook to drag
tire into position. Bead breaking wedge has grooves and a convex shape to help drive
tire tube into the bead.

Grease guns, fluid pumps and accessories
Extract and deliver grease or other fluids from bulk containers, transfer fluids from in-vehicle systems through a dipstick tube, power steering reservoir or radiators.

Wire service like you’d invented it
Service vehicle wiring, including headlamps, brake and instrument lighting, window/mirror controls, trailer harness installation or repair, HVAC motors and fans and more.

FeATuRED PRoDUCTS
Vehicle diagnostics
with your smartphone
Get the answers to the cause of the
check engine light with Actron U-Scan.

Scan here for a tool demo.

Learn more on page 2

Get a grip
Answer phones, scroll and gesture on all
touch screen devices without having to
remove your work gloves.

Learn more on page 5

Learn more on page 2

Learn more on page 6

Learn more on page 8
Genisys Touch™ Trade Up Promotion

Effective October 15 – June 30, 2014
Replace your old professional scan tool* with the Genisys Touch and choose from a OTC Tech Scope or OTC TPR Tool.

Details can be found at www.otctools.com
Participate by visiting www.boschrebates.com
*Code readers do not qualify.

Participate by visiting www.boschrebates.com and choose from a OTC Tech Scope scan tool* with the Genisys Touch 6-pin Deutsch cable, and heavy-duty security card.

or Apple smartphone.

codes that caused the check engine light. Simply plug CP9599 u-Scan WITH YOUR VEHICLE

View and clear diagnostic trouble codes and live vehicle data.
J1708 and J1930 CAN. Features Class 4 – Class 8 truck coverage, Engineers (SAE) standards for the heavy-duty industry, J1587 / oTC genisys Touch Heavy-Duty Standard 3895

compliant Vehicle Communications Device Interface (VCI), 10 OEM adapters, OBD II cable, USB cable, 12V power cable, AC power supply and custom carrying case.

OTC Genisys Touch Heavy-Duty Standard
OTC Genisys Touch HD supports two Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standards for the heavy-duty industry, J1987 / J1708 and J1930 CAN. Features Class 4 – Class 8 truck coverage. View and clear diagnostic trouble codes and live vehicle data.

3895-07 – Heavy-Duty Standard Stater Kit. Includes 9-pin Deutsch cable, 6-pin Deutsch cable, and heavy-duty security card.

Check out AutoDetect
Learn about Embedded Videos
See the All Makes Cable Kit

Check out U-Scan here.

CP9599 U-Scan

Get the answers to the cause of the check engine light. Simply plug in the adapter in your vehicle and read the code definitions for the codes that caused the check engine light to illuminate with an Android or Apple smartphone.

3895 – Includes a nuggedized 10" high resolution display tablet, J2534-1 / 2 compliant Vehicle Communications Device Interface (VCI), 10 OEM adapters, OBD II cable, USB cable, 12V power cable, AC power supply and custom carrying case.

OTC Leak Tamer 30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee
It’s a straight-forward guarantee. Buy it, try it for 30 days. If you don’t find that it helps you get your job done you can return it to your participating authorized dealer and get your money back.

5523 OTC EVAP – Leak Detection System
• Pinpoint leaks with Smoke and dye – Ultra/Turbo/dye deposits at exact location of a leak
• Fills leaks that smoke alone won’t find
• It’s the only OEM-Approved dye solution

Compact light weight design
• More powerful diagnostics in smaller package

3857 OTC Tech-Scope
The “Tech-Scope” is a 2-channel high speed lab and ignition oscilloscope. It has a millimeter function that can be used as a stand alone device or in conjunction with PC scan. Use it anywhere an oscilloscope or multimeter is needed to test and accurately diagnose. This scope is for the technician who wants an all purpose scope to accurately test all electrical and electronic components on a vehicle. The unique feature of this scope strongly complement the PC scan diagnostic tools.

OTC 700A

• A power supply for Flash Reprogramming is a device that connects to the vehicle’s battery and outputs a designated supply of clean DC power.
• Constant voltage output selectable from 13.0 to 14.8V DC
• Output current up to 20 amps
• Fully automatic operation for 12V batteries
• Digital volts and amps display

3829 OTC J2534 Reprogramming Tool
• J2534-1 and J2534-2 Pass through module
• Standard and custom OEM protocols and pin-assignments
• Wireless with advanced networking functions
• Does both emission and non-emission related reprogramming

Includes: Vehicle Communication Interface, power supply adapter kit, OBD II cable, power supply cable, USB cable, J2534 training CD, quick start guide, one-year warranty.

3829-700A

OTC Midrange VCI / Power Supply
The 3829-700A offers both a wireless VCI and Power Supply adjustable voltage (13.0 – 14.8V). The VCI does both emission and non emission reprogramming. The tool will connect to the OBD II Port and be used as a login to OBD II DTCs. The Power Supply allows off vehicle reprogramming such as SD card and can be viewed on the camera display or transferred to a computer.

3880X

OTC Automotive Inspection Camera
• Large 3.5" high resolution color screen for optimal viewing.
• Detachable 36' camera snake with position hold shaft.
• Images and video are recorded on the included SD card and can be viewed on the camera display or transferred to a computer.

3854T TPR

• Diagnostic, on-tool analysis
• Interactive test procedures
• Breakaway Box for Scan Tools
• Battery operated

Satisfaction guarantee

This powerful kit recognizes loyal Genisys customers that have System 4.0 or newer software. This kit includes most vehicle coverage ever released at a 4GB memory card for fast installation. New software application authorization is only available on used applications with slots or holes using the 9/16 pin.

**4804**
**Cam/Crank Locking Tool, Twin Cam & Dyna**

- Designed to lock the cam and crank sprockets in theieval, replacement and proper torquing of the sprocket bolts.
- Designed for use with safety wire without breaking the drive belt.
- Can also be used on applications with slots or holes with internal or external teeth up to a 4" diameter.
- This specially designed locking pliers allows the removal of brake caliper pistons during service or rebuild. The pliers is simply clipped into the lip of the caliper piston allowing it to be pulled out of the caliper. Range: 5/8" to 2-1/4" diameter pistons.

**4899**
**Brake Piston Removal Locking Pliers**

This specially designed locking pliers allows the removal of brake caliper pistons during service or rebuild. The pliers is simply clipped into the lip of the caliper piston allowing it to be pulled out of the caliper. Range: 5/8" to 2-1/4" diameter pistons.

**4870**
**Tire Spoon with Grip**

This 13" curved tip tire spoon is strong yet comfortable to use with the form fit hand grip. The rounded head prevents puncturing the tube.

**3167**
**OCT Battery and Electrical System Diagnostic Tester**

- Digital circuitry precisely controls battery test loads for accurate battery condition.
- Tests both flooded lead acid and AGM electrolyte batteries accurately—down to 1 volt state of charge.
- Tests vehicle starting and charging systems with user interaction.
- Tests all 6 & 12-volt batteries with a 50-2000 CCA operating range.
- Scales: CCA, CA, AH, MCA, JIS, DIN.
- Removable/auto-sensing 3 leads.

**3183**
**OCT Digital Battery Tester**

- 568400732

- Bosch BAT 121—Battery & Starting/Charging System Tester

The BAT 121 is the benchmark in battery testing, and is designed for testing all types of EP and 12V starter batteries, including lead-acid, gel and flooded batteries/AGM. The rugged, explosion proof design is specifically designed to survive the harshest workshop conditions and is certified perfectly safe to operate.

- Fasted designed test leads for safe trouble shooting (up to 20 amps) at the circuit fuse location.
- 6 V thermometer for quick temperature measurement.
- Large LCD display with bright backlighting and auto shutdown.

**3179**
**Air Compressor Accessories**

- Provides a quick and easy method to install lower steering stem bearings. The 1/4" drive tub allows the 1.0", 1.4", and 1.75" ID, bearing adapters.

**3176**
**Safety Wire Drill Guide Set, SAE & Metric Set**

Here is the perfect way to drill those nuts and bolts using safety wire without breaking the drill bit. These guide, align, and support the hex head or the shank and rear sprocket during chain adjustment or replacement. This easy to use and read tool allows for accurate placement of the caliper piston allowing it to be pulled out of the caliper. Range: 5/8" to 2-1/4" diameter pistons.

- 4800

**4899**
**Brake Piston Removal Locking Pliers**

This specially designed locking pliers allows the removal of brake caliper pistons during service or rebuild. The pliers is simply clipped into the lip of the caliper piston allowing it to be pulled out of the caliper. Range: 5/8" to 2-1/4" diameter pistons.

**4870**
**Tire Spoon with Grip**

This 13" curved tip tire spoon is strong yet comfortable to use with the form fit hand grip. The rounded head prevents puncturing the tube.

**3167**
**OCT Battery and Electrical System Diagnostic Tester**

- Digital circuitry precisely controls battery test loads for accurate battery condition.
- Tests both flooded lead acid and AGM electrolyte batteries accurately—down to 1 volt state of charge.
- Tests vehicle starting and charging systems with user interaction.
- Tests all 6 & 12-volt batteries with a 50-2000 CCA operating range.
- Scales: CCA, CA, AH, MCA, JIS, DIN.
- Removable/auto-sensing 3 leads.

**3183**
**OCT Digital Battery Tester**

- 568400732

- Bosch BAT 121—Battery & Starting/Charging System Tester

The BAT 121 is the benchmark in battery testing, and is designed for testing all types of EP and 12V starter batteries, including lead-acid, gel and flooded batteries/AGM. The rugged, explosion proof design is specifically designed to survive the harshest workshop conditions and is certified perfectly safe to operate.

- Fasted designed test leads for safe trouble shooting (up to 20 amps) at the circuit fuse location.
- 6 V thermometer for quick temperature measurement.
- Large LCD display with bright backlighting and auto shutdown.

**3179**
**Air Compressor Accessories**

- Provides a quick and easy method to install lower steering stem bearings. The 1/4" drive tub allows the 1.0", 1.4", and 1.75" ID, bearing adapters.

**3176**
**Safety Wire Drill Guide Set, SAE & Metric Set**

Here is the perfect way to drill those nuts and bolts using safety wire without breaking the drill bit. These guide, align, and support the hex head or the shank and rear sprocket during chain adjustment or replacement. This easy to use and read tool allows for accurate placement of the caliper piston allowing it to be pulled out of the caliper. Range: 5/8" to 2-1/4" diameter pistons.

**4800**
**Spoke Torque Wrench Set (22 Piece)**

- Designed to lock the cam and crank sprockets in theieval, replacement and proper torquing of the sprocket bolts.
- Designed for use with safety wire without breaking the drive belt.
- Can also be used on applications with slots or holes with internal or external teeth up to a 4" diameter.
- This specially designed locking pliers allows the removal of brake caliper pistons during service or rebuild. The pliers is simply clipped into the lip of the caliper piston allowing it to be pulled out of the caliper. Range: 5/8" to 2-1/4" diameter pistons.

**4870**
**Tire Spoon with Grip**

This 13" curved tip tire spoon is strong yet comfortable to use with the form fit hand grip. The rounded head prevents puncturing the tube.

**3167**
**OCT Battery and Electrical System Diagnostic Tester**

- Digital circuitry precisely controls battery test loads for accurate battery condition.
- Tests both flooded lead acid and AGM electrolyte batteries accurately—down to 1 volt state of charge.
- Tests vehicle starting and charging systems with user interaction.
- Tests all 6 & 12-volt batteries with a 50-2000 CCA operating range.
- Scales: CCA, CA, AH, MCA, JIS, DIN.
- Removable/auto-sensing 3 leads.

**3183**
**OCT Digital Battery Tester**

- 568400732

- Bosch BAT 121—Battery & Starting/Charging System Tester

The BAT 121 is the benchmark in battery testing, and is designed for testing all types of EP and 12V starter batteries, including lead-acid, gel and flooded batteries/AGM. The rugged, explosion proof design is specifically designed to survive the harshest workshop conditions and is certified perfectly safe to operate.

- Fasted designed test leads for safe trouble shooting (up to 20 amps) at the circuit fuse location.
- 6 V thermometer for quick temperature measurement.
- Large LCD display with bright backlighting and auto shutdown.
2300 Professional Lemon Grease Gun
- Heavy duty die cast aluminum grease gun head.
- Grease gun head fitted with automatic air blower.
- Large diameter piston for working in cold.
- Built-in variable stroke for grease fittings with limited access.
- Includes 6” bent steel extension, easy access 24” high pressure hose and 3 jaw clam coupler.
- 10,000 PSI.
- For use with 14 oz. grease cartridge.

2302 Mini Lemon Grease Gun
- Die cast aluminum grease gun head.
- Lever action with beat in class precision.
- Includes bent 6” steel extension with 3 jaw clam access.
- For use with 3 oz. grease cartridge.

2322 Quick Connect Greasing Accessory Kit
- 7 piece Quick Connect Greasing Accessory Kit.
- Includes each of the following quick connect Accessories:
  1. Recessed lube adapter.
  2. Cone lube adapter.
  3. Narrow needle nose adapter.
  4. Stitch off direction.
  5. Right angled grease coupler.
  6. Heavy duty hose fitted with spring guard and slim coupler.
  7. Grease injector needle 1.42” long x 1.8G.

2324 Grease Fitting Unblocker
- Opens clogged grease fittings and loosens hardened grease joints.
- Comes with grease coupler.
- Includes flexible hose to reach difficult areas.
- Built in hand guard for safe usage.
- Includes two spare piston seals.

2350 Lever Action Drum Pump
- Fits 15-55 gallon drums.
- Telescoping suction tube.
- 3 Position Handle for different fluid viscosity.
- Extra tall pump cylinder allows smaller bucket to be placed under spout.
- Brass piston rings for extended wear resistance.
- Threaded outlet spout for use with common hoses.
- Up to 14 oz./stroke.
- For use with all fluid fluids, heating oils, motor oils, heavy and light oils, diesel and kerosene.

2440 Heavy Duty Grease Gun Holder
- Great grease gun storage accessory.
- Can be mounted to wall, machinery, or heavy equipment.
- Design to retain your grease gun in high vibration environments.
- Works with all standard 14 oz. grease guns and 16 oz. suction guns.

2441 Cordless Solder Tool Kit
- Includes: Soldering iron, cordless 2.4mm, chisel tip 2.4mm, sponge, wrench, and-soldering iron only.

2452 2-Piece Electrical Connector Separator Tool

4401 Brake Fluid Tester
- Unique design allows for measurement of the vehicle without the removal of any components in most cases (wheel assembly or brake caliper).
- Quick release valve of brake pad condition via color scale code.

4403 Tubing Bender
- For 3/16” and 1/4” dia. tubing.
- Can bend up to 180° degrees.
- Quick release handle to easily remove tubing from bender.

8104 Vacuum Brake Bleeder
- This one man brake bleeding system allows for fast and efficient vacuum brake bleeding.
- Universal nibbler fitting holds securely on brake bleeder screw.
- Attach shop air and use the quick release trigger for on-demand vacuum and hand free operation.
- Compact size and 11 oz. (500ml) capacity.

5958 Brake Fluid Tester
- Tester determines quality of brake fluid.
- One battery included: 1.2V AAA.
- Tester automatically powers off after twelve seconds of inactivity.

6500 Master Brake Flaring Tool Kit
- Covers all the capabilities of the following:
  - Single Flare Standard Lines 3/16” - 8/0
  - Single Flare Metric Lines 4mm - 14mm
  - Double Flare Standard Lines 3/16” - 1/2
  - Double Flare Metric Lines 4mm - 10mm
  - Bubble Flare Standard Lines 3/16” - 1/2
  - Bubble Flare Metric Lines 4.75mm - 10mm
- Kit contains flaring bar, arbor press, adapters, tube cutter, deburring tool, all in a hard case.
SmartTech™ Gloves

OTC SmartTech™ Technician Gloves

- Works with touchscreen technology.
- Washable synthetic leather palm with padding ensures comfort and a secure grip.
- Polymer and lycra material around fingers offer a durable lightweight cover that strengthens for a great fit.
- PVC cushions help protect knuckles from injury due to slips.
- Comfortable polyester back panel includes ventilating for improved ventilation.

5801SGLV-M – Medium.
5801SGLV-L – Large.
5801SGLV-XL – Extra large.

6618

OTC Universal Bearing Race Puller

- Rugged puller built for many races, sleeves and bearings between 45mm and 60mm.
- Jaw designed with sharp edges for secure grip - even when vertical clearance is negligible.
- Jaw sleeve radius for better attachment to round parts.
- Form grip based on the adjustable clamping chain.
- Puller design avoids tilting.

6575H

OTC Hydraulic Hub Grappler™ Kit

- An economical way to increase the performance and speed of wheel bearing and hub service.
- Kit includes a through-hole 6-sam. OTC 2510A hydraulic pump, 6 ft. hose with coupler, drive socket and nut.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub applications and is quickly located on the puller bar without the use of fasteners.
- 3/4” custom drive screw coupled with the special equalizer washer provides smooth operation without the use of fasteners.
- Six adapters increase application coverage. Includes the bead ball joint tool and two Ford axle installers.
- Applied Instruction Guide is the most comprehensive on the market.

6939

OTC Broken Bolt Extractor Tool

- Removes frozen, broken or cut off bolts within steering or suspension ball joints.
- Can also be used to remove and install wheel studs and other general pressing needs.

6939-1

Broken Bolt Extractor Adapter Set

- Available for use with the 7950 C-Frame.

5713

Tire Bead Seater

- The tire beader is used when a tire, new or used, is mounted on a wheel and the tire bead does not touch both sides of the wheel, making inflating possible.
- The air trigger on this tool expels a tremendous burst of air that inflates the tire to seat it to the wheel rim.
- Allows for the tire to be fastened to the recommended pressure through the tire valve.

5702

Tire Bead Seater

- The trigger style discharge valve allows for optimum airflow control while allowing both hands to firmly hold the tool.
- Air pockets and design significantly reduces “breakback noise” and contains discharge holes strategically placed for optimum inflation of a wide range of tire sizes and wheel diameters.
- ASME approved 2-gallon tank with inlet valve, pressure gauge, and relief valve for safety.

5700

Accessory Tire Bead Seater

- OTC 3-Piece Indexing Pry Bar Set
- 7174 – 12” Indexing Pry Bar
- 7173 – 10” Indexing Pry Bar
- 7172 – 8” Indexing Pry Bar

5709

Muscletools Tire Service / Hammers

- 14 locking positions for leverage in multiple applications.
- Sizes 10”, 12” and 15”.
- Available for use with the 7248 C-Frame.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub bearings between 40mm and 60mm.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub bearings between 40mm and 60mm.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub bearings between 40mm and 60mm.

5792

GM Torsion Bar Unloader

- Required to safely release the tension on the front suspension torsion bar to service the front suspension.
- Large design to cover the newer GM truck applications.

5789

O TC Drain Plug Pro™

- Removes oil drain plug without dropping or touching the plug or hot oil.

5911

OTC Drain Plug Pro™

- For Agricultural, Commercial, and Heavy-Duty Vehicle Applications.

5961HD

OTC Heavy-Duty Drain Plug Pro™

- For Agricultural, Commercial, and Heavy-Duty Vehicle Applications.

5961

OTC Drain Plug Pro™

- Standard drain plug attachment.
- Low-profile drain plug attachment.
- 10mm hex attachment for externally driven drain plugs.
- 5/16” bit driver attachment.

5961HD

Application Guide is the most comprehensive on the market.

5801

Tire Service Hammers, Indestructible Handle

- Drop-forged head is induction-hardened for long life, and contains steel locking plates that are specially bonded to ensure the head never becomes loose.
- Use top hook as a wheel tipper; sledges end - hook to drag tire into position.
- Break breaking wedge has grooves and a convex shape to help drive tire lugs into the bead.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub bearings between 40mm and 60mm.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub bearings between 40mm and 60mm.
- Jaws designed and sized to properly fit hub bearings between 40mm and 60mm.

5790

Tire Bead Breaker

- Unique head is designed to provide a large striking area for all angles, while providing the mass needed to break the tire bead.

5717

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Prevents the tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5732

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5731

Tire Bead Locking Pliers

- Prevents tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5736

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5733

Tire Wheel Wedge Pliers

- Tire wheel wedge pliers keeps the tire in the bead drop area to ease mounting and demounting of larger truck and agricultural tires.

5758

Hub Remover Tool

- Unique slide hammer design eliminates any damage to the wheel finish and potential scratches.
- Opposite end has a rubber bumper used to re-install cap with a simple tap.

5772

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5766

Tire Bead Locking Pliers

- Prevents tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5731

Tire Bead Locking Pliers

- Prevents tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5732

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5733

Tire Wheel Wedge Pliers

- Tire wheel wedge pliers keeps the tire in the bead drop area to ease mounting and demounting of larger truck and agricultural tires.

5758

Hub Remover Tool

- Unique slide hammer design eliminates any damage to the wheel finish and potential scratches.
- Opposite end has a rubber bumper used to re-install cap with a simple tap.

5766

Tire Bead Locking Pliers

- Prevents tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5737

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5738

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5732

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5733

Tire Wheel Wedge Pliers

- Tire wheel wedge pliers keeps the tire in the bead drop area to ease mounting and demounting of larger truck and agricultural tires.

5758

Hub Remover Tool

- Unique slide hammer design eliminates any damage to the wheel finish and potential scratches.
- Opposite end has a rubber bumper used to re-install cap with a simple tap.

5772

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5766

Tire Bead Locking Pliers

- Prevents tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5731

Tire Bead Locking Pliers

- Prevents tire from slipping while mounting the top bead.
- Prevents tire from contacting costly TPM Sensors.

5732

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.

5733

Tire Wheel Wedge Pliers

- Tire wheel wedge pliers keeps the tire in the bead drop area to ease mounting and demounting of larger truck and agricultural tires.

5758

Hub Remover Tool

- Unique slide hammer design eliminates any damage to the wheel finish and potential scratches.
- Opposite end has a rubber bumper used to re-install cap with a simple tap.

5772

Tire Spoon Holding Pliers

- Tire Spoon Holding Pliers is the 3rd hand needed to ease mounting and demounting of tires with tire spoons.
Bosch Wheel Balancers
Superior Accuracy + Superior Value
Designed for:
• Shop Type: General service
• Usage: Frequent with full tire size coverage
Product Summary:
• 3D automatic data entry
• Monitor display wheel balancer
• Laser for precise weight placement
• LED light ring illuminates the work area where you need it most

Easy and intuitive operation with visual monitor display program
• Weight location intuition eliminates menu selections and saves time

Superior Bosch balancing program accuracy to balance it right the first time every time!
• Fast 6 second cycle time

• Auto-locking arm puts parts weights in the correct location every time
• Extended 48mm shaft for larger wheel coverage
• Positioning pedestal for fast and simple operation
• Great value with included high performance mounting accessories

Bosch Wheel Balancers Superior Accuracy + Superior Value
Designed for:
• Shop Type: General service
• Usage: Frequent with full tire size coverage, including heavy duty and box

Product Summary:
• Compact manual data entry
• Digital display wheel balancer

Versatile balancer handles both auto passenger and heavy duty applications
• Pneumatic wheel lift standard

Superior value with standard auto and heavy duty mounting accessories included

OCT Equipment

5286
OCT Portable Diesel Particulate Filter Cleaner

• The advent of the 2010 Tier 4 cleaning requirements created the need for a lighter, more portable cleaning system which can be taken into the field to clean filters at the point of service.

• Lightweight and High-Portable - ideal cleaning system for use in the shop or on a service truck.

• Flexibility - clean DPF from 6" to 16.5" in diameter using shop or compressed air at least 100 PSI.

• Fully Automated Operation - once started, the cleaning process can be completed unmonitored, freeing up technician to simultaneously do other work in the shop.

• Focused Air Jet Technology - generates a precise high pressure stream of air directly into every cell.

• Maximum Efficiency - OCT’s unique floating puck prevents “splash back,” which maximizes the volume of air entering each cell.

• Easy Maintenance - contains no internal filters that require user maintenance and its rugged design provides maximum durability.

5300
OCT Stinger 3-ton Jack Pack

• This jack pack provides a 3-ton service jack (5303) with lifting range of 5-11/16" to 18-1/2" and a pair of 3-ton jack stands (5372) with a base 8-1/4" x 7-1/2" and height range of 13-7/8" to 19-7/8".

1/4" - 3/4" - 3 Ton Hydraulic Service Jacks

• Light, compact design makes them easy and convenient to use.

• Built-in safety overload systems prevents use beyond their rated capacity.

• Rear swivel casters, for easy maneuvering and positioning.

• These jacks have 5" saddle dia., 21" overall reach, 6-1/4" frame height, 27-1/2" handle length, and a floor space of 14" x 26".

• 3302 - 2-1/4-ton capacity with a lifting range of 6-3/8" to 17-1/4".

• 5303 - 3-ton capacity with a lifting range of 5-11/16" to 18-1/2".

5372
OCT Stinger 3-ton & 6-ton Jack Stand

• Formed and welded steel base for strength;

• Self-locking ratchet handle cannot be released under load. Durable baked enamel finish resists corrosion.

• Stands conform to ANSI PALD load rating standard; factory tested before shipment.

• Pair of 3-ton jack stands.

• Base: 8-1/4" x 7-1/2".

• Height range: 12" to 17-11/16".

• Pair of 6-ton jack stands.

• Base: 11-1/2" x 10-1/4".

• Height range: 15-3/16" to 23-3/4".

5205
OCT DEF Refractometer

SCR & EPA 2010

EPA regulations require all diesel engines manufactured on or after January 1, 2010 to meet lowered NOx emissions standards.

Scale:
0.5% line graduations
33.5% indicated Scale 15-40%
Waterline & 20 Deg C

Application:
The refractometer is a portable, precision, optical instrument used for measuring the Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) concentration. When a liquid sample is placed on the prism, the light passing through it is bent and shows on the scale to indicate the DEF condition.

1785A
OCT Stinger Tilt Under-Axle Jack

• Long 49-1/4" handle lets you easily position jack under vehicles with long overhangs.

• One pull of the handle activates the self-retracting 22-ton capacity ram without having to travel underneath the vehicle.

• Jack has large rubber-tired wheels.

• Cylinder stroke, 4-1/2"; extended screw length, 4-1/4"; PSI range, 90-165.

• Lift range: 3-4" saddle Max. height 17-3/4" 3-7/8" saddle Max. height 20-5/8".

J-4739
OCT Horizontal DPF Handler

• The Universal mounting assembly adjusts, front to back and side to side for easy DPF handling.

• The height range of 6-1/2" to 20-1/3" is usable for most of today’s trucks.

• Safety strap holds the load securely while moving about the shop.

• Size allows for handling of all known DPFs.

5281
OCT DPF Thermal Process swung Unit

• Designed to facilitate the cleaning of filters – with high amounts of wet soot, and unburned hydrocarbons.

• Pre-programmed thermal profile control, temperature ‘ramp-up’ and ‘cool down’ to reduce the risk of cracking the DPF.

• Includes “pre-treat” cycle for oil-soaked filters.

• Holds temperature constant for two hours to ensure complete regeneration of filter.

• Built-in electronic safety lock prevents unauthorized opening of the door when temperatures exceed 200 degrees F.

• Large chamber accommodates various DPF sizes and shapes. Front access door allows for easy access to the thermal chamber.

2510A
OCT Stinger Air/Hydraulic Pump

• 10,000 PSI air/hydraulic pump.

• Internal relief valve.

• Two-stage release mechanism.

• Pump, hold, or release load with pedal control.

• 98 cu. in. usable capacity.

• 3/8 NPT oil port.
OTC Heavy Duty

5106B
1,500 lb. Capacity High Lift Dual Wheel Dolly

- Effortless air-powered hydraulic lift system for a variety of applications.
- 0 to 42” lifting range.
- Three-inch diameter casters, two locking, for enhanced mobility.

5018A
Truck Clutch and Flywheel Handler

- Replaces 14” & 15-1/2” clutch assemblies weighing up to 250 lbs.
- 12” low-profile enables access below wide fender.
- Linkage raises load from horizontal to vertical position.
- 360° degree swivel head.

1590
10-Ton Air Lift

- Adjustable lifting saddles and an extra wide stance for extra stability.
- 10-ton lift at 200 PSI air pressure.
- Lifting range is 17.5 to 24.7.”
- Automatic mechanical safety catch engages in five height positions.

5092
2.5-Ton Under Axle Jack

- Reduces design with completely sealed piston – reduces likelihood of contamination of hydraulic fluid.
- Ergonomic handle design provides convenient location of air valve and release knob.
- Four-position handle includes two ways’ position for convenient storage.
- Complete with latest ASME/PALD standards.
- Minimum retracted height: 9 1/2”
- Maximum lifting height: 36 1/2”
- Automatic safety lock when raised.

1591A
10-Ton Capacity Combination Air Lift and Support Stand

- Air lift can also be used as a support while servicing a vehicle.
- Height range of 18-1/4” to 40-1/4”
- Removable handle and 8’ air hose.
- Covered by OTC Lifetime Marathon Warranty.

20-Ton Truck Ramps

- Long, rectangular T-handle enhances mobility.
- Non-skid rubber matting prevents slippage during use.
- Durable, heavy-duty rubber wheels.
- Capacity per ramp: 20 tons.
- Covered by OTC Lifetime Marathon Warranty.

5106T
20-Ton Truck ramps handle up to 10’ tread width.

5207
OTC Transfer Tanker

- Drawing oil from a large displacement engine and getting it to your bulk storage container is a snap.
- Used oil is collected in the 19-gallon reservoir, and then rolls smoothly on 4” free-wheeling casters to your storage location.
- Pump moves five gallons a minute through the oil transfer hose.
- Low profile, measures 7.2-1/2” from top of reservoir.
- Can also be used for transferring antifreeze.

5097T
Transfer Tanker equipped with an electric pump.

5097
Transfer Tanker equipped with a pneumatic pump (No. 52998).

5133
OTC Aluminum Racing Jack Pack

- Jack lifts two tons and weighs only 43 lbs.
- Line or 3/8”-16 makes it perfect for ground hopping. high performance cars.
- 10-1/4” min. height, 15-1/4” max. height.
- Removable, rubber saddle pad protects vehicle and prevents slipping.

5237
1,000 lb. Capacity Transmission Jack

- Universal mounting head provides wide vice and all lift range.
- Saddle Forward Tilt: 10°
- Saddle Backward Tilt: 10°
- Lift range: 37” to 73-3/4”
- Lightweight hydraulic cylinder design
- Innovative folding foot pedal and release provides precise ease of control positioning or removing a transmission.
- Significantly reduces force required to lift extremely heavy transmissions.
- Upgraded ergonomic handle for adjustment.
- CE certified, PALD compliant.

1735B
OTC 2,000 lb. Capacity Heavy-Duty Motor-Rotor® Repair Stand

- Handles a wide variety of engine, transmissions, torque converters, and rear axles from trucks, tractors, and construction machinery.
- The 45:1 gearing allows full rotation of mounted unit with just a turn of the crank and locks in position. Easily maneuvered when loaded.
- To ensure engine stability in all positions, this repair stand is equipped with a positive-crane handle locking mechanism.
- Two-stage hydraulic cylinder design.
- Featuring Polyamide casters – superior to cast steel.
- CE certified, PALD compliant.
- 1,000 lb. Capacity Transmission Jack

5130
OTC 1,000 lb. Capacity DriveMaster™ Drive Line Lift

- Low profile of 7”.
- Lift range: 33” to 70”.
- Pushing pump handle with 15” lift in each direction.
- Includes No. 50318 differential mounting adapter.
- Mounting easily using existing bolt pattern.
- Two-stage hydraulic cylinder design.
- CE certified, PALD compliant.
- Optical adapter kits

50932
Auxiliary box adapter.

50939
Light duty transmission adapter.

OFC Presses

5200
Hydraulic Bottle Jack Presses

- Bottle jack has an overload valve built into them.
- 1823A - 12-ton press, 6-1/4” stroke with a OTC bottle jack.

1825
25-Ton & 65-Ton Shop Press

- Raise and lower bed securely.
- Economical press that is ideal for pressing near axle bearings, piston pins, and more.
- Hand-operated winch and cable mechanism adjusts lower press position.
- Includes OTC No. 4002 hand pump and 6-1/4” stroke ram.
- 1833 - 25-ton capacity press includes OTC No. 4002 hand pump and 6-1/4” stroke ram.
- 1845 - 65-ton capacity press includes OTC No. 4016 hand pump and 6-1/4” stroke ram.

1845
55-Ton Heavy-Duty Shop Press

- Six 7” stroke cylinders of ram allows full capacity press stroke to 55 tons.
- Includes OTC No. 4002 hand pump and 6-1/4” stroke ram.
- Covered by OTC Lifetime Marathon Warranty.
- Hydraulic ram features 15,000 psi rated pressure.
- 1845 - 55-ton press.
- Includes No. 595528 hydraulic drive line lift.

1407
85-Ton Power Pump

- Relatively small size of ram allows full capacity press stroke to 85 tons.
- Includes OTC No. 4002 hand pump and 6-1/4” stroke ram.
- Covered by OTC Lifetime Marathon Warranty.
- Hydraulic features 15,000 psi rated pressure.
Muscletools®

**Vacuum Pumps**

- **Cooler Exchanger**
  - 32° F/0° C to -60° F/-51° C.
- **Coolant and Battery Refractometer**
  - Coolant scale range
- **Eco-Clean Coolant Service Accessories**
  - 75314 – Coolant test strips.
- **Transmission Fluid Exchanger**
  - 75234 – 3-way heavy-duty truck coolant test strips.

**Leak Detection Kits**

- **A/C Fluorescent Dye**
  - One 8 oz. bottle
- **uV Leak Detection Kits**
  - Twelve 1/4 oz. bottles
- **Multi-Purpose and Coolant Fluorescent Dye**
  - 32 applications

**Refrigerant & Oil Database**

- 75134 – 15600
- 75134 – 15434
- 75134 – 15300
- 75134 – 15115

**Battery Refractometer**

- 75240 – 3-way heavy-duty truck coolant test strips.
- **Battery Refractometer**
  - 15510 – 3 CFM Vacuum Pump.
- **Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15115 – 1.5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15510 – 3 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15434 – 4 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15450 – 4 CFM Vacuum Pump.

**Robinair Manifolds**

- **2-Way Brass Manifold**
  - 44150 – Dual R12/134A Kit
  - 45111 – R134a Manifold Hose Kit

- **2-Way Aluminum Manifold**
  - 48510 – R134a
  - 47150 – Dual R12/134A

- **Economy Manifolds**
  - 49134A – R134a aluminum manifold, hose set and service couplers
  - 48134A – R123a torque manifold, hose set and service couplers

**Robinair Manifolds**

- **Robinair Manifolds**
  - 2-Way Brass Manifold
  - 2-Way Aluminum Manifold

**TIF® Refrigerant Identifier**

- 16009 – DiscovR Refrigerant Identifier

**TIF® Refrigerant Leaks**

- 22784 – InfraRed Refrigerant Leak Detector
  - Advanced infrared sensor designed to last a minimum of 10 years.
  - Three sensitivity levels down to 0.15 oz./year.
  - Automatically recalibrates in highly contaminated areas to help pinpoint the exact location of the leak.
  - Won’t trigger on oil or moisture.

**Robinair Vacuum Pumps**

- **VacMaster® Single Stage Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15010 – 1.5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15050 – 5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
- **VacMaster® 2-Stage Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15100 – 1.5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15300 – 3 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15500 – 5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
- **CoolTech® Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15434 – 4 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15450 – 4 CFM Vacuum Pump.

**VacMaster® Single Stage Vacuum Pumps**

- **VacMaster® Single Stage Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15010 – 1.5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15050 – 5 CFM Vacuum Pump.

**VacMaster® 2-Stage Vacuum Pumps**

- **VacMaster® 2-Stage Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15100 – 1.5 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15300 – 3 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15500 – 5 CFM Vacuum Pump.

**CoolTech® Vacuum Pumps**

- **CoolTech® Vacuum Pumps**
  - 15434 – 4 CFM Vacuum Pump.
  - 15450 – 4 CFM Vacuum Pump.